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Abstract—To support a wide variety of service scenarios including NAT traversal, lawful interception or transcoding, a VoIP provider has to not only use signaling servers but also media servers. To reduce the load on the provider in terms of bandwidth usage and reduce the effects of adding media processing servers in the media path, the media servers should be located in the proximity of the users. In this paper we investigate the possibility of using IP anycast for enabling users to detect and use media servers in their proximity. We propose four different approaches and give a high level evaluation of the pros and cons of each approach.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The session initiation protocol (SIP) [1] is increasingly becoming the de-facto standard for VoIP deployments in fixed and wireless networks. In theory, a VoIP provider needs only to consider SIP signaling messages and does not have to deal with the exchanged audio and video media data. As illustrated in Fig. 1 a provider offering SIP-based VoIP services requires only SIP components that process SIP messages and act as a rendezvous point between the caller and callee. A caller wishing to make a call sends his session initiation requests to these components which forward the requests to the callee. The result of the session initiation would be that the caller and callee know the IP addresses of each other and can exchange the media streams among each other directly without the involvement of the SIP components of the provider.

However, in reality VoIP providers have to deal with the exchanged multimedia content as well. This can be due to various reasons:

- Lawful interception: In various countries, VoIP providers are required by law to be able to provide law enforcement agencies with the signaling and media traffic sent or received by a certain user. This requires the provider to not only process signaling messages but also the media content exchanged by all of its subscribers.
- Security and traffic policy: To hide internal SIP servers, application servers and other components from the end users and to monitor and police the traffic sent by the users, providers often deploy session border controllers (SBC). SBCs act as the interface between the provider and the users and have the task of filtering malicious traffic, ensuring that the users do not consume more bandwidth than they are allowed to and hide the provider’s SIP infrastructure from end users. To be able to control and police the users’ behavior, the SBCs must also process the users’ media traffic.
- NAT traversal: Using SIP end users can exchange information about their whereabouts, i.e. the IP addresses they are currently using. These IP addresses can then be used to exchange signaling and media traffic between the users. In case a user is behind a NAT and is using a private IP address then direct communication between the users is not possible. Depending on the type of the NAT some NAT
traversal solutions for SIP such as TURN [2] or RTP relay [3] introduce a media handling component between the users that accept traffic from one user behind a NAT and send it to another user behind another NAT.

- Transcoding: In some cases the caller and callee can not use the same audio or video compression style or do not share the same capabilities, i.e., one side can only accept speech and the other side can only accept text. In such scenarios it is necessary to include a media transcoding entity in the media path that adjusts the characteristics of the exchanged traffic in accordance with the capabilities of the users.

In the context of this paper we will call the components responsible for providing the media processing capabilities media servers. A simple approach for introducing media servers to a VoIP infrastructure is by placing the servers in a central location, similar to the approach illustrated in Fig. 2. This means, however, that all media traffic sent or received by the provider’s users would traverse the provider’s infrastructure and would increase the costs for the used bandwidth. Having to traverse a central location before getting forwarded to the final destination could also have negative impact on the media traffic itself as it can considerably increase the transmission delay. A more optimal approach is to separate the media servers from the signaling servers and to distribute the media servers and locate them closer to the users, see Fig. 3. This decreases the bandwidth costs for the provider and reduces the effects the possible negative effects on the traffic in terms of increased delay.

The challenge of a distributed media server architecture is to enable the user devices to discover a close-by media server to use without having to extend the logic of the devices, using new protocols or having to configure the user devices.

In this paper we use IP anycast technology [4] for routing media traffic through media servers that are located in the proximity of the users. We propose different architectural solutions for using anycast and compare the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

In Sec. II we provide a short introduction to SIP and anycast. The resilience of IP anycast towards changes in the routing tables are measured in Sec. III. Some of the restrictions that need to be considered when introducing media handling components in a VoIP network are presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V four approaches for using anycast for enabling users to use media handling components in their proximity are provided. These approaches are evaluated in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII a summary of the work and a look at the further steps needed to be considered are presented.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. The Session Initiation Protocol

The most important SIP [1] operation is that of forwarding SIP requests between subscribers. To achieve this functionality we can distinguish different SIP entities:

- Proxy: The proxy provides the routing logic of the VoIP service. When a proxy receives a SIP request from a user agent or another proxy it also conducts service specific logic, such as checking the user’s profile and whether the user is allowed to use the requested services. The proxy then either forwards the request to another proxy or to another user agent or rejects the request by sending a negative response.
- Redirect: A redirect server receives a request and informs the caller about the next hop server. The caller then contacts the next hop server directly.
- User Agent: A logical entity in the terminal equipment that is responsible for generating and terminating SIP requests. The UA can be the VoIP application used by the user, e.g., the VoIP phone or software application, a VoIP gateway which enables VoIP users to communicate with users in the public switched network (PSTN) or an application server, e.g., multi-party conferencing server or a voicemail server.
- Registrar: To assist SIP entities in locating the requested communication partners SIP supports a further server type called registrar server. The registrar server is mainly thought to be a database containing locations as well as user preferences as indicated by the user agents.

In SIP, a user is identified through a SIP URI in the form of user@domain. This address can be resolved to a SIP proxy that is responsible for the users domain. To identify the actual location of the user in terms of an IP address, the user needs to register his IP address at the SIP registrar responsible for his domain. Thereby when inviting a callee, the caller sends his invitation to the SIP proxy responsible for the callee’s domain, which checks in the registrars database the location of the callee and forwards the invitation to the callee. The callee can either accept or reject the invitation. The session initiation is then finalized by having the caller acknowledging the reception of the callees answer. During this message exchange, the caller and callee exchange the addresses at which they would like to receive the media and what kind of media they can accept. After finishing the session establishment, the end systems can exchange data directly without the involvement of the SIP proxy. For authenticating a user SIP uses the digest authentication mechanisms, which is based on a challenge/reply approach.

B. IP Anycast

**IP Anycast** is a network technique which allows a client to access the nearest host of a group of hosts that share the same anycast IP address, where the nearest host is defined according to the routing system’s measure of distance. It is also referred to as one-to-any communication where “any” means one host of the anycast group. Usually, the hosts in the anycast group are replicas, able to provide the same service. To take an advantage of anycast, servers are distributed topologically and geographically across the Internet. An anycast deployment solely depends on the network, routers and routing protocols.

The scale of anycast deployment within the routing system can vary from a small local network up to a large scale network spreading over the global Internet [5]. Figure 4 shows the basic idea of a network-layer (IP) anycast deployment.

\[
\text{Fig. 4. IP anycast mechanism}
\]
kind of interactions such as DNS services.

Some services have long transaction times and need to exchange more datagram between the client and the anycast host. In this case a change in the routing tables might cause two UDP messages belonging to the same transaction to be delivered to two different hosts.

   b) TCP: TCP’s use of anycasting is less straightforward because TCP is stateful. It is hard to envision how one would maintain TCP state with an anycast server when two successive TCP segments sent to the anycast server might be delivered to completely different hosts.

   Engel et al. [8] propose a solution for this problem. This proposal is based on minor modifications of the TCP/IP stack at the host part where the anycast service is running. It does not require any modifications to routers and routing protocols. These modifications are limited to changes at the IP layer of the recipient of the TCP connection, making this scheme suitable to a client/server environment [4]. The basic idea is to pin the end-host to which the first packet of the flow has been sent. The pinning is done by inserting a loose source route option in all subsequent packets of the same TCP flow.

2) Pros and Cons of Anycast: General pros and cons of anycast technology include:

   Pros:
   • locality/latency improvements by reducing network distance between clients and servers (at least eliminating the worst case)
   • high availability - provides a service without outages
   • reduce list of addresses of geographically dispersed servers to a single distributed anycast address

   Cons:
   • IP anycast wastes the address space (the longest IP prefix is /24), even though only one IP address is used for running the service. This stems from the fact that routing protocols such as BGP [9] do not propagate single IP addresses so as to keep routing tables manageable sizes.
   • IP anycast does not always offer the nearest anycast server (latency-based proximity).
   • Changes in routing tables propagate only slowly. This means that after the failure of a host that was part of the anycast group, it will take some time till the routing tables are updated. Till the tables are updated, traffic might still be routed to the failed host. This makes the service to be partially unavailable for some time duration ranging from a few seconds to many minutes [10]).
   • As the routing might change during the duration of a session, IP anycast is generally considered as not suitable for “long lived” sessions such as TCP connections. Ballani et. al. [11] investigated IP anycast with regard to proximity\(^1\) and affinity\(^2\) and state that IP anycast is also a good candidate for using services based on TCP or applications with long-lived sessions. Measuring the performance of IP anycast in a global deployment the authors indicate that 93.75% of the source-destination pairs never changed (probability of selecting the same anycast node). In other words, the probability that a two minute (or one hour) connection would experience a change is roughly 1 in 13000 (or 1 in 450).

III. Evaluation of IP Anycast

In this section we present the results of real-live measurements that we conducted with goal of evaluating how fast the failure of a host is detected and the routing tables are updated so that traffic is no longer routed to the failed server. The measurements were conducted over the PlanetLab\(^3\). We setup an anycast address with two nodes located in Berlin and Prague.

From 142 nodes in the PlanetLab testbed ICMP echo requests [12] were sent to the anycast address. On each of the used PlanetLab hosts two scripts were installed. One of them measured ICMP echo replies in 8 seconds intervals and the other one was collecting results from traceroute in 2 minutes intervals to see what anycast node is used for a particular PlanetLab host.

As indicated in Table I most of planet-lab hosts directed ICMP packets to the Prague node. It shows that from a routing path prospective Prague anycast node is situated within an ISP (Internet Service Provider) on a back-bone that is more accesible in terms of routing metrics from the Internet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anycast node</th>
<th>No. of hosts routed to the node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prague</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∑</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

Destinations of planet-lab host ICMP requests

Figure 5 depicts the convergence times of ICMP packets originally destined to Prague and then re-routed to Berlin after taking the Prague node off the network.

\(^1\)ability to find close-by members of the anycast group.

\(^2\)tendency of subsequent packets of a “connection” to be delivered to the same target.

\(^3\)www.planetlab.org
We can observe that most of the nodes manages to shift their ICMP requests to the Berlin host in less than 20 seconds. Note that SIP uses a timeout to discover the failure of a host. This timer is generally set to maximally 32 seconds. This means that if a caller initiated a call just after the failure of a destination, the initial request and the first couple of retransmissions would get lost but the IP anycast infrastructure would converge fast enough for the call initiation to succeed before the SIP timeout expires.

Figure 5. Route convergence time to Berlin’s anycast node

Figure 6 depicts the convergence times of ICMP packets originally destined to Berlin and then re-routed to Prague after taking the Berlin node off the network. We can observe that most of the nodes manages to shift their ICMP requests to the Prague host in less than 10 seconds.

The measurements suggest that IP anycast has in general an acceptable performance for rerouting traffic in case a host fails. Actually only 3 planet-lab hosts could not reach a new destination. Interestingly, all 3 planet-lab hosts are situated in Italy.

IV. USING AND DISCOVERING MEDIA SERVERS

As mentioned before, providers of VoIP services will in some scenarios need to deal not only with signaling traffic but also with audio or video traffic. To reduce the costs of bandwidth and optimize the transmission delay of the media data, the media servers will have to be deployed in a distributed manner and in the proximity of the users. As a example of a media server we used a component called RTP proxy. RTP proxies are a special kind of media servers that are used for supporting NAT traversal. When a SIP proxy receives a SIP request and identifies that an RTP proxy is needed, it signals the RTP proxy that all traffic coming from a certain address should be forward to a certain address. The SIP proxy also manipulates the SDP content of the SIP messages so that the caller and callee send their media traffic to the RTP proxy and are willing to accept media traffic from the RTP proxy.

When developing an architecture for distributing media servers one needs to accommodate the following restrictions:

- Ease of deployment: The configuration overhead for adding or removing a media server should be low and with no need to update or change user agents.
- Interoperability: The used technology should not require the user agents to deploy new protocols or extensions to the SIP specifications [1]
- Proximity: The choice of which media server should be used to serve a certain user should take the user’s location in consideration and choose a server that is in the proximity of the user so as to reduce the transport delay of the media traffic
- Resilience: The failure of a media server could have some negative effects on calls served by this server. The used technology should aim at reducing these negative effects by detecting the failure and possibly rerouting the media traffic to another media server. Of more importance though is that the failure of a server does not lead to the rejection of new calls. Further, changes in the IP routing tables should not cause an interruption to the service.

Media servers are already widely used today in various VoIP deployments. To enable a user agent to discover and use a media server different approaches are currently used:

- Static configuration: User agents are configured with the address of a SIP server that is close to them and which they are supposed to contact for registering and as a first contact point when initiating a call. Attached to the SIP server is the media server. After receiving a SIP request, the SIP server instructs the user agent to forward the media traffic to the attached media server. This approach allows for a distributed architecture as different
user agents can be configured with the addresses of different SIP servers. Further, the addresses of the SIP servers are usually presented as names that are resolvable using DNS and can be mapped to different servers. Once the server with whom a user agent is communicating fails, the user agent can contact another server as resolved by DNS. However, the provider will have to configure the user agents to use certain servers. Changes in the naming structure, or distribution of users to servers requires changes to the configuration which makes the approach impractical.

- **DNS:** Instead of manually allocating users to media servers, all user agents can use the same address of the VoIP provider. This address is resolved using DNS and the DNS server resolves the address of the VoIP provider differently to different users. This could be achieved by having different SIP servers and using round-robin strategy for replying to different requests. To achieve geographic proximity the DNS logic might be extended with sufficient information about the mapping of IP addresses to geographic locations. When receiving a request for resolving the name of a VoIP server, the DNS server uses this information to choose a SIP server that is in the proximity of the requesting user agent. This approach is often used with content distribution networks [13]. This requires, however, maintaining an up-to-date mapping between IP addresses and geographical locations as well as a complex DNS server that can take this information into account.

- **DHCP:** Using the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [14], [15] a host can discover and contact a DHCP server. The DHCP server provides the host with an IP address as well as the addresses of a DNS server and a default router that can be used for routing traffic to the Internet. DHCP is extended for SIP [16], [17] so that DHCP servers also inform the SIP user agents about a SIP server to be used. Similar to the previous approaches, the media server is attached to the SIP server.

- **TURN:** Traversal Using Relay NAT (TURN) enables a user agent behind a NAT to discover the address of a media server that has a public IP address. This media server acts as the public interface for the user agent and relays all media traffic sent by the user agent with its own public IP address. It further receives media traffic destined to the user agent and relays it to it. This approach, however, is limited to the NAT traversal scenario, requires the user agents to implement the TURN protocol and does not take proximity into account.

V. USING IP ANYCAST FOR DISCOVERING MEDIA SERVERS

IP anycast technology provides the means for detecting servers in the proximity of a client. Further, a failed server stops advertising its availability and is eventually removed from the routing tables. Client requests would, hence, no longer be forwarded to the failed servers. That is, IP anycast already fulfills a good deal of the restrictions on technologies for deploying distributed media servers as presented in IV.

In the following we present different concepts of how to deploy IP anycast for the discovery of media servers without having to update or extend SIP user agents. The proposals presented here are specially targeting the usage of RTP proxies.

The simplest approach for using IP anycast for distributing RTP proxies would be to send SIP requests to a SIP proxy which would discover that the media traffic has to traverse a RTP proxy. The SIP proxy would then include the IP anycast address of the distributed RTP proxies in the SDP part of the SIP message. The end users can then send their traffic to the announced address of the RTP proxies. However, Before an RTP proxy can start forwarding RTP packets between two users it has to get the information that RTP packets coming from a certain address should be forwarded to a certain address. This information is only known to the SIP proxy which is dealing with the processing of SIP messages. The SIP proxy that is dealing with NAT traversal needs hence to know which RTP proxy is closest to its subscribers. Therefore, in the following scenarios some SIP logic is located close to each RTP proxy.

A. Anycasting Geographically Spread DNS Servers

With the DNS-based method, the VoIP provider’s DNS server that is responsible for resolving the name of the VoIP provider into an IP address consists of geographically dispersed servers listening to an anycast address. These DNS servers are co-located with the media servers and SIP servers which use unicast addresses.

A user wishing to send a request to a subscriber of the VoIP provider starts by resolving the VoIP provider’s address using DNS. The DNS query is sent to the anycast address of the provider’s DNS servers and is directed to the one closest to the user. The found DNS server returns the unicast address of the SIP proxy co-located with the DNS server. Afterwards the SIP client exchanges traffic with the discovered SIP and media server and the anycast IP address does not play any other role until DNS relookup. Figure 7 displays the interaction between the different components and the exchanged messages.
The discovered SIP server processes the SIP requests of the user and forwards them to the provider’s VoIP servers which provide the actual VoIP services such as authentication and advanced services. The media server co-located with the SIP server provides the media related processing services.

B. Anycasting SIP Servers

In this alternative, SIP servers are also located with the media servers and listen to an anycast for discovery purposes. The discovered SIP server acts as a proxy of the requests to the provider’s VoIP servers which provide the actual VoIP services such as authentication and advanced services. The media server co-located with the SIP server provides the media related processing services.

Due to routing instabilities, requests sent during the same session might end-up at different SIP servers. Therefore, the SIP server should not maintain any state information about the running calls as otherwise SIP requests arriving at a different server can not be processed. This is, however, not entirely possible. On the transport layer, use of TCP breaks this requirement. On the SIP layer, the proxy can be stateless. In any case, all the anycast SIP servers must use the same rules for producing the transaction ids (branch Via parameter) as otherwise down-stream SIP servers will not match requests belonging to the same transactions during routing instabilities. Figure 8 displays the interaction between the different components and the exchanged messages. Figure 9 displays the message flow in this scenario.

1) TCP Persistent Connection Issue: The key problematic part of anycasting SIP proxy servers is routing instability issues. In case a SIP client uses TCP transport for sending SIP messages it needs to create a TCP connection with the SIP server. The TCP connection must, however, be kept persistent as in case a re-routing occurs the connection is lost and TCP ACK might reach another SIP server which has no knowledge of the transaction and the TCP connection, see Figure 10.

C. Anycasting SIP Tunnels

In the previous approaches the media servers were co-located with a SIP component. The SIP component was responsible for receiving and processing the SIP messages sent by the users and forwarding them to other SIP servers. Further, these SIP components were responsible for controlling the media servers, i.e., opening a port for NAT traversal or instructing the media server to transcode incoming media in a certain way.

With the anycasting of SIP tunnels, the nodes hosting the media servers are connected to the SIP server of the
provider over IP tunnels. A user wishing to send a SIP message sends it to an anycast address. This address is the address of the SIP server as indicated in DNS. The nodes hosting the media servers listen to this anycast IP address and when receiving requests over this address forward them to the SIP server. The media servers also include in the forwarded request information about their location. Forwarding the SIP messages over IP tunnels produces IP packets as if they came directly from a UA. The SIP servers can now instruct the users to use the media server located on the node indicated in the received packets.

An issue with this type of distribution is that the SIP servers need to remotely control the media servers. As all the SIP logic is located only at the SIP servers, the SIP servers will have to instruct the media servers about which ports to open and which IP addresses to connect. Depending on the distance between the media servers and the SIP servers this can add additional delay to the session establishment.

Figure 11 displays the interaction between the different components and the exchanged messages.

1) Call Flows: In the following the call sequence when using an RTP proxy for NAT traversal is explained, see Figure 12

   a) REGISTER:
   1. UA1 sends REGISTER to anycast IP address that gets forwarded to the SIP server via an IP tunnel.
   2. SIP server replies with 200 OK directly to UA1.

   b) INVITE:
   3. UA1 sends an INVITE request to the IP anycast address of the VoIP provider. The request reaches a node listening to the anycast address and gets forwarded over an IP tunnel to the SIP server. The tunneled packets are marked with the identity of the media server running on that node. At the end of the tunnel the INVITE gets de-capsulated and delivered to the SIP server listening also at the anycast IP address.
   4. The SIP server record-routes the INVITE and sends it directly to UA2.
   5. UA2 replies with 200 OK. The message can go through different anycast tunnels but always gets delivered to the same SIP server where the call was initiated.
   6. The SIP server matches the transaction and replaces the IP addresses in SDP body with the unicast IP address of media server #1 as indicated at the beginning of transaction and sends to UA1 directly.
D. Anycast “bootstrap” Redirect Service

This concept is based on selecting a media server using SIP redirection. User agents send their initial INVITE requests to the main SIP server of the VoIP provider. The SIP redirects the INVITE requests to an anycast SIP server with a co-located media server. This server redirects the INVITE back to the main server after adding location information in the reply. The main SIP server uses the location information to steer the proper media server and passes the request on. Note that the media servers are controlled remotely from the main SIP which can cause additional complexity and call setup delay. Figure 13 displays the interaction between the different components and the exchanged messages.

1) Call Flows: In the following the call sequence when using an RTP proxy for NAT traversal is explained, see Figure 14
   a) REGISTER:
   1. UA1 sends a REGISTER request to the unicast IP address of the provider’s main SIP server where the UA1s Contact is saved in the location database. In case the UA is behind a NAT the SIP server also notes that the UA is behind a NAT.
   b) INVITE:
   2. UA1 sends an INVITE request to the main SIP server that checks if UA1 is behind a NAT. If so, then it checks if the combination Client-IP, RTPproxy IP is in the cache (location DB in memory). If the cache is empty then the SIP server redirects the request to a SIP server listening on an anycast IP address.
   3. UA1 resends the INVITE request to the anycast SIP server which redirects the INVITE back to the main SIP server. The redirection URI in the Contact header indicates a URI parameter with the unicast IP address of the co-located RTP proxy.
   4. UA1 sends the INVITE to the main SIP server using as the Contact header the header received from the anycast SIP server which included the address of the main SIP server as well as a parameter indicating the location of the anycast SIP server which is also the address of the media server in the proximity of the user.
   5. The main SIP server uses the information in the Contact header for selecting a media server that is subsequently used for relaying media. The message is record-routed to stay in the path for BYEs and forwards it to UA2.

VI. EVALUATION OF METHODS

In this section we highlight the main advantages and disadvantages of each of the presented approaches.

A. Anycasting DNS Servers

- Ease of deployment: This method is simple to integrate at the system level and SIP messages are simply sent to a unicast IP address returned from DNS lookup.
- Interoperability: No extensions or additions are needed for SIP.
- Proximity: The proximity measurement may be impaired if a client uses a DNS resolver that is not located in its proximity as in that case using anycast
results in detecting a server that is in the proximity of the DNS server and not of the user.

- Resilience: This method is resilient against routing instabilities as the anycast traffic is limited to a short-lived UDP-based DNS transaction. However, DNS resolvers in SIP clients and DNS proxy servers are known to cache DNS information for quite long periods. If an anycast site fails and stops advertising its route, poor DNS clients will keep using an unavailable IP address.

B. Anycasting SIP Servers

- Ease of deployment: This method is simple to integrate at the system level and SIP messages are simply sent to the anycast IP address of the SIP servers.
- Interoperability: No extensions or additions are needed for SIP.
- Proximity: As the SIP requests are sent directly to the anycast address of the SIP servers, the users should end up using servers in their proximity.
- Resilience: Most sensitive against routing instabilities making any usage scenarios requiring stateful operation difficult if not impossible to realize.

C. Anycast SIP Tunnels

- Ease of deployment: The provider’s SIP servers will have to maintain IP tunnels to all used media servers this could become a configuration nightmare if there are a lot of media and SIP servers. Further, as the SIP servers have to remotely control the media servers, e.g., open a port or instruct it to handle incoming traffic in a certain manner the call set-up is delayed.
- Interoperability: No extensions or additions are needed for SIP.
- Proximity: As the SIP requests are sent directly to the anycast address of the SIP servers, the users should end up using servers in their proximity.
- Resilience: As all related transport and SIP state information are saved at the SIP server routing instabilities do not cause any issue on the SIP level. Media servers are contacted over unicast addresses so they are not affected by routing instabilities.

D. Anycast “bootstrap” Redirect Server

- Ease of deployment: This method is simple to integrate at the system level and SIP messages are simply sent to anycast/unicast IP address of the SIP servers.
- Interoperability: The user agent will need to support redirection and not change the Contact header received from the anycast servers. However, it is often the case that SIP clients do not support redirection due to poor implementation or for policy reasons as redirection could be used for fraud when a user is lured to call a free number but then gets directed to a costly number for example. Also, call setup latency increases as the INVITE request is redirected from the main server to the media server and back to the main server.
- Proximity: As the SIP requests are sent directly to the anycast address of the SIP servers, the users should end up using servers in their proximity.
- Resilience: As all related transport and SIP state information are saved at the SIP server routing instabilities do not cause any issue on the SIP level.

VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we investigated different approaches for using distributed media servers and enabling the users to choose media servers in their proximity. The different approaches have their pros and cons. In a second step we need to investigate the performance of the different approaches on a real live test bed and evaluate the different approaches with regard to their reliability and robustness.

IP anycast wastes the address space as the longest IP prefix is that can be announced using common routing protocols is /24 and it requires the VoIP providers to have the capability of announcing routing prefixes. This can make the deployment of IP anycast for small VoIP providers rather complex as it would require them to deploy routing protocols and apply for an autonomous system number. Therefore, using IP anycast as the basis for a distributed media server architecture is more appropriate for large providers or could be offered as an independent service in a similar manner to content distribution networks which offer the service of content distribution to content providers, e.g., news sites. As part of our future work we will consider the security aspects of separating the signaling and media processing capabilities into two independent services.

While this is still early work, we feel compelled to work in the future on advancing from proof-of-concept to a study based on a reasonable measurement data set. Such would allow us to provide stronger statements on efficiency of anycast to discover the closest relay, significance of routing instabilities, and routing convergence on network failures. Also we plan to continue studying the
architectural aspects, such as taking advantage of anycast for geographic dispersion, taking proximity of both call parties in account and studying security implications.
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